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Aim

• Focus on 'synthesis' - to prepare the way for 'practice'

– so that people can put causality 'to work'

– acknowledge the practical realities within our synthesis

– develop a systematic analytical approach

– use it indicate what has to be 'done differently'

• A great deal has found out about causality, but:

– what is our 'value added' contribution going to be to 
complexity science?

• Assess how near our insights are to being 'Real-world-
Ready' (RWR) . . . 
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1-1 Cause and Effect - 'Simple' example

CAUSE EFFECT

abaciabaciThe

Partnership
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1-2 Cause and Effect - 'Complex' example

CAUSE EFFECT

Hurricane Gustav

Why does this seem ridiculous?
• Cause and effect seem remote from each other (in time, effect and scale)
• Instigator and 'recipient' seem entirely unconnected - an 'open system'
• Transmission would have to be via 'complex of intermediaries'
• Transition from cause to effect puzzling (ie, the arrow seems 'silly' - to mean 
nothing) - surely anything could've caused the hurricane?

X

abaciabaciThe
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1-3 Cause and Effect - Revisit 'Simple' 
example

Simple? But there are Significant (largely unspoken) Assumptions, that:
• Cause and effect are single events - with defined start and end (closed system)
• Instigator and recipient (and behaviours / responses) are known [no one else?]
• Transition from cause to effect is 'simple' / instant [ie, the arrow means 'nothing']
• Transmission is via single, 'mono-modal' / 'mono-level' means (ie, there are a 
minimum number of intermediaries) - and there are no 'unintended' cascades

CAUSE EFFECT

abaciabaciThe

Partnership
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1-4 Cause and Effect - 'Complex' example?

CAUSE?

Effects-based 'Shock 
and Awe' in Iraq

EFFECT?

Winning the 
'War on Terror'

'Failure' of Effects-based approaches. Why didn't this seem ridiculous?
• Cause and effect (winning) are clearly remote from each other, but … 
• Instigators and 'recipients' are connected - but not in linear (win / lose) fashion
• Transmission is not uni-directional - is via 'complex of intermediaries / levels'
• Transition from causes to effects are, in reality, tenuous - but is asserted to be 
'win-able' nevertheless (ie, the arrow is, now, assumed to mean something!) 

How characterise /
exploit these
interactions?

abaciabaciThe

Partnership
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1-5 Issues of cross-scale Interactions

• Human-machine 'symbiosis' (extend into cyberspace)

• Human society, structures and machines

• Socially intelligent beings who conceive futures

• Tribal, co-operative creatures

• Stereo-vision air-breathing creatures

• Fast 'pack' land animals

• Purposeful creatures

• 'Sensible', free-moving creatures

• Self-*, cell-based forms

• 'Stable' biological environment

• 'Stable' geo-chemical environment

• Large-scale to sub-nano-scale structures and forces

All are,
potentially,
significant
actors
in Real-world
Complex
Realities
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Limitations of Deliberative Planning Processes:
or - Why the Neanderthals Became Extinct

Choose New
Hunt Leader

Population
Survey

Game
Sightings

Meat
Requirements

Review
(MRR)

Preliminary
Game 

Selection

Preliminary
Hunting Plan

Trade Study:
Mammoth vs.

Tiger vs. Rabbit

Hunt Leader
Chosen

Final Game
Selection

Site Selection

Site Survey

Site Preparation

Final Hunting
Plan

Preliminary
Hunting
Review
(PHR)

Preliminary
Hunter

Selection
Trade Study:

Club vs. Spear
Weapon
Selection Weapon

Development

Critical
Hunting
Review
(CHR)

Site
Inspection

Weapons
Inspection

Hunter
Inspection

Hunt
Readiness

Review
(HRR)

Chase Game

Catch Game

Get Caught
By Game

Lose Game

KILL Game

Transport to
Cave

Examine
Entrails

Distribute
Meat

Schedule
Hunt

Forecast
Weather

Obtain Blessing
of Great God

Thag
Meat

Distribution
Plan

Final Hunter
Selection

Meat
Requirements

Weapons
Practice and Skill

Qualification

I don't know.
  It seemed

easier when we just 
went hunting.

Yes, but Og 

assures me that 

this will improve
our skills and

keep us ahead of 
those 

Cro-Magnons in 
the valley.

Yes, Og,
but the

Joint Staff
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2-1 Describing Complex Realities - a Thought 
Experiment

• Think of a fast-flowing river:

– your task is to navigate down it to win a race,

– the river contains rocks, rapids and whirlpools,

– other people are already on the river, exploiting its 
dynamics to speed their journey

– you can't get left behind, you must engage.

• How do you approach this task?

– stand on the bank and measure and plan? That's not enough

– do you have the capabilities to engage - to get on the river?

• The River is a metaphor for the kind of dynamic and 
complex operational environment that Practitioners face
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Shock transition - 
'dislocation', eg your paddle 

breaks - assumptions null, at a 
loss

?

'Smooth' Transition - sudden 
change eg, kayak turns over - 
but know how to deal with it

2-2 Types of Phenomena

ROUTINE

Mechanical, Simple.          
(How to paddle) 

PREDICTABLE

Complicated,  but deducible. 
(How to do 'Eskimo roll')

COMPLEX
Dynamic, novel and ever-

changing - but with 
persistent, emergent 

'patterns'. (Kayaking down the 
river)

Unpredictable and apparently 
 'random'. (Dealing with a 

'flash flood')

'CHAOTIC'

In
cr

ea
si

ng
ly

 'c
on

ve
nt

io
na

lly
 in

tr
ac

ta
bl

e'

Increasingly non-linear and dynamic
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2-3 Practitioners' Complex realities - 
dynamics of causality

D
eg

re
e 

of
 'D
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' 
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 S
it

ua
ti

on
 (I

ni
ti
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e)

Low

High

Chaotic

Pe
rc

ep
ti

on
 o

f 
Ph

en
om

en
a

Routine

Complex

Predictable

As much as 
you want

Too short to 
change things

Timescale for Understanding
/ Engagement of New Events

Cold War?

Logistics?

London bombings

Afghanistan

Kayaking

Incompetence?

Delusion!

ISAF
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2-4 Temporal Aspects - Prediction

Past (Puzzles)
Now

(Action,
Influence)

Possible Futures (Mysteries)

Probable Causes: Things we know 
- or can know (facts or fact-like)

Possible Effects: Things we could, in theory,
 know - or which are, as yet, 'unknowable'

(plus assumptions based upon the past)

The Event
Fact (known)

Evidence
(discovered)Fact (undiscovered)

Evidence
(undiscovered)

Suggests probability of

Implies

Pro
vid

es

Significance to?

Hypotheses? Iterate and 'test':
• Perspectives? Viewpoints?
• Possibilities? Probabilities?
• Indicators? Significance?
• Temporal aspects? Influences? Fu

tu
re

 'B
' 

Hypotheses? Iterate and 'test':
• Perspectives? Viewpoints?
• Possibilities? Probabilities?
• Indicators? Significance?
• Temporal aspects? Influences? Fu

tu
re

 'C
' 

Hypotheses? Iterate and 'test':
• Perspectives? Viewpoints?
• Possibilities? Probabilities?
• Indicators? Significance?
• Temporal aspects? Influences? Fu

tu
re

 'A
' 

CO
M

PE
TE

 H
yp

ot
he

se
s 

(I
te

ra
ti

ve
ly

)

Time

Mappings - meaning of links? 
Must allow 'contradictions' to co-exist

-

Explore possibilities
- develop insights

'On the
River'
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2-5 Multiple Spheres of 'Reality' / Causality

Sponsor    User

Problem

Solution

Enterprise
Trade-offs

“Exercising Agile Capability”

Testbeds

NITEWorks

Deploy

Interop Demos

“Defining Agile Capability”

Lessons
Identified

Policy &
Guidance

Vision, 
Strategy and 
Behaviours

Culture 
and Ethos

Direction

Doctrine &
Concepts

Blueprint

Suppliers

“Acquiring Agile Capability”

DLoD

Capability
Management

Projects
Interventions Services

“Employing Agile Capability”

Operational
(Command
Adaptation) Employ

Adversaries and 
other actors

Environment
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Command
Aim:

Cooperation

(Ambiguous
conditions)

Tension
('Posturing'
/ standoff)

2-6 Heterogeneous - even within one Reality 
(Military)

Collaboration Confrontation Conflict

Compatible
relationships

and
feasible,
agreed

'join action'

Aim:
Dominance

(Rapid
transition)

Crisis
(Decisive 

acts)

Control
through

'contracts'
(to maintain 

purpose)

Influence
through

'coercion'
(to maintain 

cohesion)
Assu

mes a
n id

entifi
able opponent a

nd a cle
ar a

imPoliticians
Diplomats
Economists



2-7 Heterogeneous - even within one Reality 
(Policy)

Vertical 
hierarchical
 system of 
relationships

Individual residents - community

External/public agencies e.g.

Other Local 
Authority

NHS

SNT ward 
panels

CPEGs/ 
PCCGs

SCA residents’ 
panels

Friends 
of 
Parks

Community 
Council 
working groups

LINKS

Local 
AuthorityPolice

Horizontal 
peer 
system of 
relationships

Space of 
possibilities 
(some examples)

Education
Railway 
Industry

RLSA
G



"Manager here - connect me with Reality"
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3-1 Describing Complex Realities - Scientists' viewpoint

Fundamental 
Theory

'Engineering'Source 
disciplines

biological 
sciences

information
sciences

cognitive 
sciences

organisational 
sciences

evolutionary 
economics

physical 
sciences

math & 
computing

social 
sciences

Applications
• systems and 
operations prepared for 
the unexpected 

• engendering more 
agility and adaptivity

• joint, coalition and 
interagency ops

• decision support in 
complex environments

• influencing behaviour 
of other actors 

• exploiting complexity 
-engaging with the now, 
shaping the future

3. 
Design and 

Management 
Principles for 

Complex 
Systems

4. 
Methodologies, 

Guidelines, 
Tools and 

Techniques

Complex 
Systems 
Engineering

Federated
Integration

Complex 
Systems 
Autonomics

Complex 
Operations

Human
IntegrationComplex Systems Science

1. 
Understand 

Fundamental 
Patterns of 
Complex 
Systems

2. 
Causality and 

Influenceability 
in Complex 

Systems

Adapted from Grisogono - DSTO 2007

SCIENTISTS Practitioners' Needs?

? Context / Environment?

U
til

ity
? 

N
ot

 a
dd

re
ss

ed
!

This explains what it 
is, but not how to put complexity to work!
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3-2 Practitioners' view of Complex Realities

• To make effective decisions in complex environments 
requires us Practitioners to understand:

– what causes (complex) phenomena to come about - we 
have to deal with the realities - can't 'assume' them away

– how to engage with, shape and influence various types of 
dynamic phenomena

– what we (and our partners) need to do differently when 
decision-making and acting in complex environments

– how to specify capabilities which are suitable for use in 
complex environments - such that they are 'complexity-
worthy' [in the way we expect things to be sea-worthy]

• We Practitioners do NOT need complexity science tutorials 
- but we do need to know how to put complexity to work 
more effectively. Can causality-thinking help? Is it RWR?
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4-1 Characterising Real-world Readiness

• What are the potential dimensions of RWR? Measured 
against the ability to address / deal with:

– the past, the now, the future

– scales and variety of contexts: 

– over time - milliseconds to millenia

– over size - micro to macro

– various degrees of certainty / knowability

– various degrees of variety / homogeneity 

– dynamic, emergent 'on-the-fly' phenomena

– various natures of interdependency / connectedness

• All too complicated - suggest assess RWR in terms 
Practitioners would understand . . .
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4-2 Dimensions of Real-world Readiness

• This presentation will assess CS insights against four 
dimensions - examining their ability to address a range of:

– information qualities

– problem solving and decision-making styles

– types of phenomena

– time horizons

• This will provide a framework for systematic analysis
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Level 4

Unlikely

Indifferent 'Unknowable'

Unbelievable

4-3 Four Information Qualities
En

vi
ro

nm
en

t 
/ 

Ch
al

le
ng

e
(f

am
ili

ar
it

y 
&

 p
re

di
ct

ab
ili

ty
)

Strange
('Unanalysable')

Familiar
(Analysable)

Low
(Discovering) 

High
(Enacting) Rate of Perceived 

Significant / Manageable Change

Level 3

Uncertain
Improbable

Unpredictable

Level 2

Unknown

Imprecise

Level 1

Precise

Structured

Linear

'Complex'

       Mystery

Puzzles

Prediction Horizon
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4-4 Causality - Puzzles and Mysteries

• Mystery: eg Resilience across CNI (involves emergence, imagination, creativity)

– Have no / little knowledge of the nature or extent of the problem

– Build theories / hypotheses or 'fantasies' (hyperlinked nets of evidence / patterns)

– Project the 'models' in to the future and compare to the (multiple) perceptions of 
the world - inconsistency and 'contradiction' must be allowed to co-exist

– Consider potential indicators / weights of evidence that might exist / be required

– Purposefully direct the sensing (may shake the tree first) to support / refute etc

– No 'final, correct' answer, instead: judgement, assessment, probability etc

• Puzzle: eg, Logistic scheduling (can be a procedure)

– Know the puzzle (bound the problem) and know something is missing

– Able to classify the missing item(s) and describe it in 'fact-like' terms

– Able to search for or collect the missing item(s)

– Able to identify that search result or item collected is the missing one

– Able to fit the new fact in the puzzle and confirm it is the 'right' pieceThis area tractable for modelling - knowable and collectable

This area largely intractable for modelling - human dimension critical
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4-5 Decision-making strategies

• Group 4 - Consider possible futures:

– Enact: conceive futures, probe, hypothesise, seed

• Group 3 - Engage and influence:

– Explore: engage, perceive, adapt, influence 

• Group 2 - Planning and control:

– Discover: sense, analyse, plan, respond

• Group 1 - Analysis of the past:

– View: sense, recognise, react 
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4-6 Match Approach to Phenomena

Prediction
Horizon

Possibilities

Probabilities

Chaotic

Pe
rc

ep
ti

on
 o

f 
Ph

en
om

en
a

Routine

Complex

Predictable

Group 1: For 
Analysis of 
the Past

Group 2: For 
Planning and 

Control

Group 3: To 
Engage and 
Influence

Group 4: Consider 
Possible Futures

Imagination / 
brainstormingLuckNo capability

SMEs (analyse 
fractals / 

attractors)

Crisis TeamsGood 
leadership

Develop 
Contingencies

Operational 
analysis / 

intelligence

'Estimating 
process'Policy

Planning and 
scheduling 

tools

'Detective 
work' analysis

Rule followingStandardised 
procedures

Orders and 
reporting

Collation and 
cataloguing
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4-7 Corresponding 'Tools'

Prediction
Horizon

Chaotic

Ty
pe

 o
f 

Ph
en

om
en

a

Routine

Complex

Predictable

Group 1: For 
Analysis of 
the Past

Group 2: For 
Planning and 

Control

Group 3: To 
Engage and 
Influence

Group 4: Consider 
Possible Futures

GAP: Need to 
develop 

'maverick' 
thinking

GAP: Need to 
develop new 

tactics / 
training

GAP: needs 
new thinking

Need outputs 
in practitioner 

language

GAP: Need 
more robust 

critique

Need more 
appropriate 

tactics / 
training

Need new 
approaches

Need 
improved 

tools

Need 
improved 
'gaming'

Scope for 
adapted 
'tactics'

Scope for 
adapted 

approaches

Scope for 
adapted tools

No GapsNo GapsNo GapsNo Gaps

A No change B Adapt C New approaches D Transformation

Robust
Brainstorming: 

Human-
centred 

analysis using 
new, 

challenging 
mindsets

Robust Leadership 
Exercises People

Transformational 
Doctrine

Complexity Frameworks

Strategies

Network Analysis

Adaptive 
Modelling

Abstract i2
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… … fractal …fractal …

… … semi-autonomous / nested loops ...semi-autonomous / nested loops ...

… … not mechanistic …not mechanistic …
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5-1 Real-world ready (RWR) is what?

• To be real-world-ready is to be able to meet the needs of 
Practitioners - defined as:

"Those who have to engage with the Complex Realities 
of day-to-day life in their work"

• Complex Realities being defined as:

"Real-world situations which co-evolve with humans in 
some environment in a dynamic manner which cannot 
be stopped and which can only be changed through 
engagement and influence."

• Assertions: 

– "To be RWR, Complexity Science (CS) must be able to deal 
with the consequences of these Realities." 

– "Real-world 'systems' are open - causality cannot be 
bounded" . . . ie, is not 'effects-based' . . . 
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5-2 Complex realities - Assessment Cube

Group 1: 
For Analysis 
of the Past

Group 2: 
For 

Planning 
and Control

Group 3: To 
Engage and 
Influence

Group 4: 
Consider 
Possible 
Futures

Chaotic

Routine

Complex

Predictable

Pe
rc

ep
ti

on
 o

f 
Ph

en
om

en
a

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

Qua
lit

ie
s

Puzzles

Mysteries

Height of Bar =
Degree of 
Real-world
Readiness

of CS
Insights

Good
utility

Volume of Cube =
Space of Complex Realities

Practitioners must
be able to address

Poor
capability 

eg, National Infrastructure for the 21st Century is where?
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5-3 Implications for Complexity Science, its 
Investigations (and its Customers?)

• Complexity science tries, in various ways, to predict the 
future (eg, effects of interventions): 

– Lessons from Gen Mattis, JFCOM about EBO ... education needed

• Suggests we reconsider our mindsets / approaches and 
ensure we provide practical insights which:

– work within a realistic level of knowledge of other actors - yet able to 
solve mysteries (forward-looking) as well as puzzles (backward looking)

– capture the nature of complex situations (e.g. leadership, 
societies, political systems, etc) using appropriate techniques

– embrace the social and human dimensions of the real-world (eg: 
passion, imagination, willpower, variability, culture and power)
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5-4 Implications for Complexity Science, its 
Investigations (and its Customers?)

• Cont'd:
– avoid striving for an unrealistic level of predictability / 

repeatability - at times, we should also be able to act in 
uncertainty and thrive in chaos 

– are adaptive in our approaches - focussed on supporting 
Practitioners on the River (who wish to be able to exploit the 
unexpected during activities) in:

– being command-led (ie, being active problem-solvers) - with 
the machines supporting, not constraining, human flexibility

– delivering clear and timely direction (policy / intent) when 
required - people can then develop novel / innovative 
solutions as the circumstances demand

– promoting initiative and empowerment - grasp the fleeting 
opportunity - leading to success
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7-5 What needs to be done differently?

• For Complexity Scientists:

– acknowledge the consequences of the realities:

– be pragmatic about the bounds on modelling's ability to 
provide the necessary requisite variety in its solutions

– engage with the Practitioners' context / perceptions:

– clearly express assumptions, limitations and constraints

• For Practitioners, be able to understand:

– the scope / relevance of the 'results' provided

– options available / request appropriate techniques

– apply 'common sense' and retain human-centric view

• For both: a toolset 'Symptom Sorter' is required:

– work is underway based on the four dimensions described.
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Questions?

1 Causality in Practice

2 Practitioners' views of Complexity

3 Consequences for Complexity 
Scientists

4 Dimensions of Practical 
Complexity

5 Complexity Science - Are its 
insights Real-world-Ready?

[References are provided at the end of the Presentation]

* Mark Ho

Life! Don't 
talk to me 
about Life!
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2-2 Information Qualities in Detail

Adapted from Marsay & Green - QinetiQ 2005

Levels of Information Quality

Hypothesis testing (purposeful sense-making):
• One is playing multi-level games - engagement is essential
• Conditional IRs, e.g. what might happen if allegiances change?
• Information is equivocal – many viewpoints
• Hypotheses require creativity, testing can be systematic.

Level 3 - 
Intelligence - 

led
(uncertain)

Unknown knowns

Explore 
alternative 
hypotheses

Mysteries

Strange and unconstrained mysteries (mind games):
• One is involved in transforming a situation to inform games
• Implicit IRs, e.g. how can I get out of this mess?
• Information is about potential - the present is too disordered
• Approach cannot be procedural - intuition / judgement

Level 4 - 
Command - 

led
(in-tractable)

H
um

an
is

ti
c 

/ 
In

du
ct

iv
e

Unknown unknowns

Conceive 
possible 
futures

Soak up everything (viewing - 'dumb sensing'):
• Observe parameters within a fixed space
• Definite IRs, e.g. details of a route
• Information is observable fact.
• Processing can be procedural, gives definitive results 

Level 1 - 
Observation - 

led

M
ec

ha
ni

st
ic

 
/ 

Co
ns

tr
ai

ne
d Known knowns

Analyse the 
Past - Classify

Puzzles

D
ed

uc
ti

ve

IPB / COA analysis (directed sense-giving):
• One is playing a game with fixed and known pieces, board and rules
• Hedged IRs, e.g. alternatives - routes to select from 
• Information is deducible - options and pay-offs.
• Processing can be procedural, but only gives probabilistic results

Level 2 - 
Intelligence - 

led 
(tractable)

Known unknowns

Solve 
(discover) 
puzzles

Ro
ut
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e 
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Issue - are Effects-based Approaches (and Operations) 
flawed? If so, what does this mean for Complexity 
Science?

• Starting point:

– 'Effects-based' thinking is not new

– around 400BC Sun Tzu wrote:

– "Therefore the skillful leader subdues the enemy's troops without any 
fighting; he captures their cities without laying siege to them; he 
overthrows their kingdom without lengthy operations in the field." 

– He then described in detail the effects of various stragems.

– so the problem is not effects-based thinking in itself.

• Rephrased Issue:

– what is it about the way that effects-based thinking has been 
applied that is flawed and what can we learn from this?

– what mindset and techniques should we adopt instead … and 

– what are the implications for CAS approaches and its customers?

• Revisit assumptions about Cause and Effect . . .
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USA JFCOM Comments on EBO

• Effects-based approaches try (by exhaustive analysis in advance) 
to predict the future effects of interventions. 

• Comd JFCOM has rejected EBO / ONA (operational network 
analysis) approaches because they:

– assume a level of unachievable predictability

– cannot correctly anticipate reactions of complex systems (e.g. leadership, 
societies, political systems, etc)

– call for an unattainable level of knowledge of opponents

– are too prescriptive, focussed on 'facts' and over engineered

– discount the social and human dimensions of conflict (eg: passion, 
imagination, loyalty, willpower, variability, culture and power)

– promote centralisation and lead to micro-management from HQs

– are staff-led [ie, controlled by process-followers], not Command led [ie, 
hypothesis-led by active problem-solvers]

– fail to deliver clear and timely direction to subordinates
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